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knapsack

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I know you are just stating your case as to why you reacted in the way you did, and what you have shown does allow for the possibility of the MU plugin being used, but perhaps I can offer an alternate
explanation. Though I don't have access to what the admins have, and I may be as wrong as any, I do have experience in web programming and server admin:

I quote your post and I have added some comments in bold.

 Originally Posted by Chicodoodoo 

It's easy to make a mistake.

The “Mirror, mirror” thread I started was all about how Nexus members connect the dots to arrive at conclusions that lead to the seemingly justified dismissal of a person or idea, when such a dismissal is actually inappropriate.
No one is immune from doing this, not even me.

Let me show you how easy it is.

The “Miserable User” (hereafter abbreviated MU) mod in Vbulletin targets a specific user name. Any forum member name added to the MU list suffers the following:

1. Slow response (time delay) on every page (20 to 60 seconds default).
2. A chance they will get the "server busy" message (50% by default).
3. A chance that no search facilities will be available (75% by default).
4. A chance they will get redirected to another preset page (25% & homepage by default).
5. A chance they will simply get a blank page (25% by default).
6. Post flood limit increased by a defined factor (10 times by default).
7. If they get past all this okay, then they will be served up their proper page.

Note that all of the above options can be modified from Vbulletin Options, so they are customizable, meaning the symptoms can vary. This ensures maximum deniability for any administrator that elects to use this mod. In
addition, activating and deactivating it is as simple as adding or deleting a user name on the MU list, taking maybe 15 seconds.

Watch this little video that demonstrates the MU mod in Vbulletin. 

 

==========

Here is a screenshot Andy sent me of his troubles.

The web server and PHP are functioning normally, but it is not connecting to MySQL service. This could indicate that the mysql process failed to respond or quit altogether. A condition such as this
often is a precursor to a larger failure.

Note that Andy is indeed logged in (“Welcome, andywight”), even though he was describing the problem as “not being able to log-in to Nexus.” The MU mod can only affect you after you log-in, since it must match your user
name to a name on the MU list in order to target you.

Note the URL in the screenshot. The forum.php is a page of PHP code to be executed. It will contain a flag that will be triggered if you are on the MU list, so that you will receive different webpage results (the seven listed
above, or variations of them) from other users not on the list.

Note that symptom #4, being redirected to another preset page, also happened to Andy. In Andy's case, he got this one:

This is what the real page looks like before the browser fetches the various javascript, css and image files. Those files are typically located in the head section of a html page, because you want your
browser to have these on hand before the rest of the html is rendered. 

This way, the user can experience the web page in all its glory. Under certain conditions (depends on your browser and its current state), the html body will render before the rest of the items are
fully loaded. In this case, requests for those files may have failed completely. Comparatively, the raw html is much smaller than the js files and images, often smaller to the css files as well.

In the context of the previous screenshot, this behavior is consistent with a server that is failing. 

Hugh Martin <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Fwd: pg 7
eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com> Tue, Apr 10, 2012 at 1:12 PM
To: chic <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Begin forwarded message:

From: eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com>
Date: April 10, 2012 1:31:57 PM EDT
To: andy wight <andywight@gmail.com>
Subject: pg 7

 Nexus, we have a problem.
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And on another attempt, he got this one:
This is a custom 404 error page. What I didn't mention from the previous screenshot is that those js and css files failing to load, each (should have) produced a 404 error, but it will usually not keep
the html body from loading. What we see here is the (php) file itself that generates the html body cannot be found.

404 errors increasing in size and scope is consistent with a downward spiral of a failing server.

On still another attempt, he got this one (which could be symptom #5):
This one is VB failing to init.

In every case (note the URL), it is the Nexus Vbulletin software that is serving up the irritating webpages.
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It's easy to see how I could make a mistake in accusing Celine and Richard of dirty tricks. It could happen to anyone.

Most of what I explained above can be verified by server logs, since the web server will log the 404 errors.

As to why you could log in when most others couldn't (The site was down for me as well; I never saw any of those screens, the web server itself was down), it is possible your ISP was serving you pages
from its cache, or your browser was showing you pages from its cache. When you tried logging in as another user, you were, in essence, making requests for files it's never seen before, which would force a
'live' request where you would then be experiencing the errors.

Like I said, just an alternate possibility.

Last edited by knapsack; 7th February 2012 at 20:28.
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The Following User Says Thank You to knapsack For This Useful Post:

Gardener (7th February 2012)
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

Nothing we did, happened to andy <<<<<<<<<<<< what will it take to believe that?

Celine,

now your not making any sense, maybe you should quit while your behind!

just a thought
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truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

Nothing we did, happened to andy <<<<<<<<<<<< what will it take to believe that?

You saying that is ok with me. I just hope that you and Richard can still find common ground with Chico and Andy, for the sake of all here. No matter what ground you may come to, we must guard against
the root of bitterness, and I fear that it has taken root here. Such a root must be killed, or else it will kill you.
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Charles 

Nobody did anything to Andy, I was right there when it all happened. I tried over and over to explain it to Andy, he chose to not believe what I was telling him. I have been here since the start, and I have never seen anyone do
anything of the sort. I have had the same problem at times logging in, or a glitch going to a page. Am I to think that someone is messing with me too? Not hardly, it happens. I repeat nobody did anything to Andy.

Prove it!
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truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Charles 

Nobody did anything to Andy, I was right there when it all happened. I tried over and over to explain it to Andy, he chose to not believe what I was telling him. I have been here since the start, and I have never seen anyone do
anything of the sort. I have had the same problem at times logging in, or a glitch going to a page. Am I to think that someone is messing with me too? Not hardly, it happens. I repeat nobody did anything to Andy.

Thanks Charles. I hope folks can get this ironed out.
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Charles

Senior Moderator
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by andywight  

Prove it!

That is up to you to believe me or not Andy, I have never lied to you or anyone. I do have a screenshot of when the very same thing happened to me many months ago. I sent it to Richard to inquire what
it was, it was simply a glitch and I laughed it off because I didnt look up and see the problem. And that was the end of it. I am not sure what you are after with all of this, that is your path not mine.

The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend.
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Charles For This Useful Post:

Akhenaten (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012)
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Charles 

That is up to you to believe me or not Andy, I have never lied to you or anyone. I do have a screenshot of when the very same thing happened to me many months ago. I sent it to Richard to inquire what it was, it was simply a
glitch and I laughed it off because I didnt look up and see the problem. And that was the end of it. I am not sure what you are after with all of this, that is your path not mine.

I gave everyone here my opinion, as you have also now done. Isn't this what this forum is supposed to be about, searching for the truth?

Celine earlier made some silly accusations concerning me, I addressed these accusations here! Celine back-tracked, changed her story and in fact then admitted to doing exactly what she first accused me
of.

Bingo! truth uncovered 
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Last edited by andywight; 7th February 2012 at 20:51.
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Charles

Senior Moderator
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by andywight  

I gave everyone here my opinion, as you have also done. Isn't this what this forum is supposed to be about, searching for the truth?

Celine earlier made some silly accusations concerning me, I addressed these accusations here! Celine back-tracked, changed her story and in fact admitted doing exactly what she first accused me of.

Bingo! truth uncovered 

Well all I can say is this was really blown out of proportion over a simple glitch or software error. It turned into something else entirely unexpected. Just think of how much was lost in friendships between
people, and how many bridges were burned in the process. I regret that you feel the way you do Andy, I sincerely mean that. 

Ironing it out is quite a simple thing to do, if people wish to do that.

The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend.
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The Following 3 Users Say Thank You to Charles For This Useful Post:

Céline (7th February 2012), Fred Steeves (8th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012)
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Akhenaten

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Big Picture Screen Shot - because the objectives of the PTB are to take down the internet and especially any developing communities, does not dissention further these objectives? Regardless of the
'principles' argued, is not the enemy's prime objective served by all this bickering?

How about a compromise?

How about an agreement 'holding each other harmless' for the sake of the common good, pursuing bloody details if need be in private conversations with those directly involved, and MOVING ON FOR
CHRIST'S SAKE?

If this sort if egotistical posturing continues I can only conclude that this is yet another one of the designed 'stress tests' our overlords and masters have decided to subject us to - 

We need to OPT OUT. Do not give them the satisfaction of public bickering. What precisely, 'principle' is being argued here so vociferously in public that is so god-damned important to our survival anyway? I
just don't see it.
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The Following 8 Users Say Thank You to Akhenaten For This Useful Post:

Anchor (7th February 2012), Canzirka (8th February 2012), Charles (7th February 2012), Fred Steeves (8th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), InCiDeR (7th February 2012), lightblue (7th February 2012), Nazirite (7th
February 2012)
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lightblue

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Akhenaten 

Big Picture Screen Shot - because the objectives of the PTB are to take down the internet and especially any developing communities, does not dissention further these objectives? Regardless of the 'principles' argued, is not the
enemy's prime objective served by all this bickering?

How about a compromise?

How about an agreement 'holding each other harmless' for the sake of the common good, pursuing bloody details if need be in private conversations with those directly involved, and MOVING ON FOR CHRIST'S SAKE?

If this sort if egotistical posturing continues I can only conclude that this is yet another one of the designed 'stress tests' our overlords and masters have decided to subject us to - 

We need to OPT OUT. Do not give them the satisfaction of public bickering. What precisely, 'principle' is being argued here so vociferously in public that is so god-damned important to our survival anyway? I just don't see it.

worse things happen at sea... 
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Akhenaten (9th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), noxon (7th February 2012)
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Akhenaten 

Big Picture Screen Shot - because the objectives of the PTB are to take down the internet and especially any developing communities, does not dissention further these objectives? Regardless of the 'principles' argued, is not the
enemy's prime objective served by all this bickering?

How about a compromise?

How about an agreement 'holding each other harmless' for the sake of the common good, pursuing bloody details if need be in private conversations with those directly involved, and MOVING ON FOR CHRIST'S SAKE?

If this sort if egotistical posturing continues I can only conclude that this is yet another one of the designed 'stress tests' our overlords and masters have decided to subject us to - 

We need to OPT OUT. Do not give them the satisfaction of public bickering. What precisely, 'principle' is being argued here so vociferously in public that is so god-damned important to our survival anyway? I just don't see it.

AKH it wasn't the PTB that allowed Chico to be publicly arse-fu cked by Janos and his gang was it? It was Richard and his staff!

Last edited by andywight; 7th February 2012 at 21:08.
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Akhenaten

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

OK Andy move back to the Big Picture......the goal of TPTB is to absolutely destroy the www, especially incipient communities - AND moreover evidence is pretty clear that TPTB intend to destroy most of
us plebes as well as they march inexorably towards THEIR NEW WORLD ORDER. So, being that control of the internet and keeping communities intact should, as a matter of logic and VALUES be our primary
goal, does not insults and injuries to any of us as individuals logically therefor fall into a second or third tier? IF you would agree with me on that, then should not such injuries, real or perceived, and their
redress, therefor GIVEN OUR PRIMARY SHARED OBJECTIVE OF PUSHING BACK AGAINST TPTB AND PRESERVING, ENHANCING our tiny little community relegate these discussions to the realm of the private in
order NOT to assist these monsters in achieving their stated goal, i.e. UTTERLY DESTROYING THE www "COMMONS" represented by Nexus, and implicitly thereby destroying any chance we have to push
back against these satanic monsters on the www?

Civility is required even in a forum, and private disagreements should IMO be pursed privately and NOT become wounds on the body politic picked over and de-scabbed and debrided for questionable 'ethical'
and "principled' purposes in public when it only destroys and undermines the medium

AND US
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Last edited by Akhenaten; 7th February 2012 at 21:17.
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49
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Offline
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Richard

Canadian Pleiadian

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

This all I am going to say on this subject, the assinine bickering needs to stop. No matter what is shown antagonists will do what they do. Seen it before and I'll see it again. And they almost always end the
same way...
Anyways, here are some logs for your reading pleasure (ALL times are UT), the first issue arose at 23:36 when spamd crashed. It caused the server to lock up and sent me a "help me!" email. It took me
about 20 minutes to respond and check things as i was out for dinner at a friends. Once i saw there was no response i rebooted it from the hosts panel. The restart typically takes about 5 minutes as there
are numerous server programs starting up. At this point I went back to my grilled salmon. What i didnt know at this point is that when the server locked up it crashed a data table in the forum sql database.
The database errors started at 00:57 and persisted until i got back on and saw the problem around 01:30 they was causing variety of problems to users connnecting here as well as the front page which
uses a totally different database (ya, im still tryin to figure that one out)
Once the table was repaired all was well. i then used the vbulletin admincp to optimize and repair all the other tables, a rather long process which i initiated and then turned my attention to some offline
interests. 

Sorry for any inconveniences. 

cPanel ChkServd Service Monitor � cpanel@nexus.2012info.ca to me
Feb 5 (2 days ago)
spamd failed @ Sun Feb 5 23:36:12 2012. A restart was attempted automagically.

Service Check Method: [check command]

Number of Restart Attempts: 1

Cmd Service Check Raw Output: Spamd is not running
Raw Output: Subject: Test spam mail (GTUBE)
Message-ID: <GTUBE1.1010101@example.net>
Date: Wed, 23 Jul 2003 23:30:00 +0200
From: Sender <sender@example.net>
To: Recipient <recipient@example.net>
Precedence: junk
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

This is the GTUBE, the
Generic
Test for
Unsolicited
Bulk
Email

If your spam filter supports it, the GTUBE provides a test by which you
can verify that the filter is installed correctly and is detecting incoming
spam. You can send yourself a test mail containing the following string of
characters (in upper case and with no white spaces and line breaks):

XJS*C4JDBQADN1.NSBN3*2IDNEN*GTUBE-STANDARD-ANTI-UBE-TEST-EMAIL*C.34X

You should send this test mail from an account outside of your network.

Database error in vBulletin 4.1.9:

Invalid SQL:

REPLACE INTO vbguest
(guestid, hostip, useragent, lastactive, spider, script, rdata)
VALUES
('6aba4bd998d7bd88804cb946e661ac7c', '38.101.148.126', 'Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; discobot/2.0; +http://discoveryengine.com/discobot.html)', 1328489830, '', 'showthread', 'a:8:{s:1:\"s\";s:32:\"
b3a92cb240133f72cdae773c883 41282\";s:1:\"t\";s:4:\"7776\";s:8:\"threadid\";i: 7776;s:3:\"api\";N;s:1:\"a\";N;s:6:\"postid\";N;s: 7:\"forumid\";N;s:6:\"pollid\";N;}');

MySQL Error : Table './nexus2_forum/vbguest' is marked as crashed and should be repaired
Error Number : 145
Request Date : Monday, February 6th 2012 @ 12:57:10 AM
Error Date : Monday, February 6th 2012 @ 12:57:10 AM
Script : http://nexus.2012info.ca/forum/showt...e&goto=newpost
Referrer : 
IP Address : 38.101.148.126
Username : Unregistered
Classname : vB_Database
MySQL Version : 
================================================== ===

370 lines later...

================================================== ===

Database error in vBulletin 4.1.9:

Invalid SQL:

REPLACE INTO vbguest
(guestid, hostip, useragent, lastactive, spider, script, rdata)
VALUES
('591032e4cb20457930870911419ba0b8', '157.55.18.23', 'Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; bingbot/2.0; +http://www.bing.com/bingbot.htm)', 1328492528, 'BingBot', 'printthread', 'a:12:{s:1:\"t\";s:4:\"7792\";s:2:\"pp\";s:2:\"25\
";s:4:\"page\";s:1:\"2\";s:8:\"threadid\";i:7792;s :7:\"perpage\";s:2:\"25\";s:10:\"pagenumber\";s:1: \"2\";s:1:\"s\";N;s:3:\"api\";N;s:1:\"a\";N;s:6:\" postid\";N;s:7:\"forumid\";N;s:6:\"pollid\";N;}');

MySQL Error : Table './nexus2_forum/vbguest' is marked as crashed and should be repaired
Error Number : 145
Request Date : Monday, February 6th 2012 @ 01:42:08 AM
Error Date : Monday, February 6th 2012 @ 01:42:08 AM
Script : http://nexus.2012info.ca/forum/print...2&pp=25&page=2
Referrer : 
IP Address : 157.55.18.23
Username : Unregistered
Classname : vB_Database
MySQL Version : 
================================================== ===

If that does't satisfy you I will take a pay cut, how about 50%? show me the math on 50% of 0$ and its a deal, k?

If ya cant grasp the concept of respect you could at least try honor, it might even make u feel good.

Richard

� �

So many people are awakening only to be put back to sleep in a different room - Me 2011
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The Following 18 Users Say Thank You to Richard For This Useful Post:

abberline (8th February 2012), Akhenaten (7th February 2012), Burke (7th February 2012), Céline (7th February 2012), Charles (7th February 2012), Chicodoodoo (8th February 2012), Dorok (8th February 2012), Fred Steeves (8th
February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), HURRITT ENYETO (8th February 2012), InCiDeR (7th February 2012), Janos (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012), lightblue (7th February 2012), noxon (7th February
2012),robert (7th February 2012), VajraYaya (7th February 2012), ZookieMonster (25th February 2012)
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Bahamas
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Charles 

Well all I can say is this was really blown out of proportion over a simple glitch or software error. It turned into something else entirely unexpected. Just think of how much was lost in friendships between people, and how many
bridges were burned in the process. I regret that you feel the way you do Andy, I sincerely mean that. 

Ironing it out is quite a simple thing to do, if people wish to do that.

You need to go back and read my original post, this wasn't my only issue and it's not me blowing this out of proportion! wanna count my posts addressing the use of "miserable user" software here?
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Thanked 1,689 Times in 479 Posts
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robert

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

IMHO, Truth doesn't matter, to those not looking for it in the first place.

- Robert

We are all ignorant but we do not all ignore the same thing!
Let's share our knowledge starting from the heart...
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Charles

Senior Moderator
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by andywight  

You need to go back and read my original post, this wasn't my only issue and it's not me blowing this out of proportion! wanna count my posts addressing the use of "miserable user" software here?

Andy, I am aware of the miserable user stuff, I remember when you went through that once before elsewhere. It simply is not used here. Richard posted the logs for you to see. Beyond that I dont know
what to tell you that will satisfy you.

The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend.
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to Charles For This Useful Post:
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Akhenaten

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Hey Andy booting up to the www from a sailboat can be problematic! ���� happens. Take a chill pill.
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Akhenaten 

OK Andy move back to the Big Picture......the goal of TPTB is to absolutely destroy the www, especially incipient communities - AND moreover evidence is pretty clear that TPTB intend to destroy most of us plebes as well as
they march inexorably towards THEIR NEW WORLD ORDER. So, being that control of the internet and keeping communities intact should, as a matter of logic and VALUES be our primary goal, does not insults and injuries to any
of us as individuals logically therefor fall into a second or third tier? IF you would agree with me on that, then should not such injuries, real or perceived, and their redress, therefor GIVEN OUR PRIMARY SHARED OBJECTIVE OF
PUSHING BACK AGAINST TPTB AND PRESERVING, ENHANCING our tiny little community relegate these discussions to the realm of the private in order NOT to assist these monsters in achieving their stated goal, i.e. UTTERLY
DESTROYING THE www "COMMONS" represented by Nexus, and implicitly thereby destroying any chance we have to push back against these satanic monsters on the www?

Yes I get this AKN and am in agreement.

 Originally Posted by Akhenaten 

Civility is required even in a forum, and private disagreements should IMO be pursed privately and NOT become wounds on the body politic picked over and de-scabbed and debrided for questionable 'ethical' and "principled'
purposes in public when it only destroys and undermines the medium

AND US

Get it Andy?
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I guess that's why this thread is in the "Members Only" section. It's a shame Chico's ordeal wasn't shown the same level of respect.
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Akhenaten

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by robert  

IMHO, Truth doesn't matter, to those not looking for it in the first place.

- Robert

Robert "Truth" is a rare commodity in an age where lying is even possible. As long as lying is even possible we will get no closer to the 'truth.'
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Thanked 4,156 Times in 1,401 Posts

Apr 30 2011

somewhere between 3
and 4D

1,757

Offline

2,464

Akhenaten

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

OK Andy so Chico's ordeal as you put it was not given that level of respect.......so then we just go on and on in an orgy of self-examination and recriminations? Why not just leave off it? What about self-
control? What purpose does all of this really serve?

I like Chico and have been his friend for some time but IMO there comes a point when the greater good is not served by pursuing these kinds of issues in public. We are all learning here, this medium is
relatively new and we are working out all the kinks.....but one lesson learned should be, IMO - that if a mod does not see that the kinds of issues explored would better be served in private we should
ourselves, as members, take that upon ourselves. This is not just a joke but a serious matter. 

We need to step up and all take responsibility for making this a better place and all learn from mistakes as it truly is a WORK IN PROGRESS,,,,
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Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts

Apr 5 2011

Bahamas

729
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1,287

andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Richard 

If ya cant grasp the concept of respect you could at least try honor, it might even make u feel good.

WTF Richard you need a reality check and to grow up some.

 Originally Posted by Richard

Hmmm, reminds me of someone else who wanted to "sit back and watch" his little experiment on this community about a year ago or so...

knowing how that went for him, i pretty much know what you can expect too.

bonne chance.

You posted this in Chico's "Mirror, Mirror" thread, I posted this question quoting your post, unfortunately Celine closed this thread before you were able to respond to me!

 Originally Posted by andywight

Hi Richard,

I don't fully understand your post here, could you please explain it to me with the cryptic turned down a little.

Can you address this now? or are these thinly vailed threats to members what "makes u feel good"?

Last edited by andywight; 7th February 2012 at 22:13.
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Thanked 3,679 Times in 1,137 Posts

Jun 25 2011

Mexico

22

1,438
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2,685

reaver

Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Andy, Chicodoodoo recognized he made a mistake at page #2. From what I gather he's not even supporting you at this point. At this point it seems to me that you only want members to say "Yes, Andy. We
agree in a 100% with you".

Chico issued a challenge to the general membership and if he got gang banged... well he kind of asked for it, don't you think?.

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to reaver For This Useful Post:

abberline (8th February 2012), Céline (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012)
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Thanked 934 Times in 345 Posts

Mar 10 2011

Southwest Norway

46

527
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2,433

noxon

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Quote Originally Posted by Richard
Hmmm, reminds me of someone else who wanted to "sit back and watch" his little experiment on this community about a year ago or so...

knowing how that went for him, i pretty much know what you can expect too.

bonne chance.

its about Bill (Ryan) , andy .
you know the history , why
make it so difficult ?

be well

nm
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to noxon For This Useful Post:

Céline (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012)
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Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts

Apr 5 2011

Bahamas

729

Offline

1,287

andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Charles 

Andy, I am aware of the miserable user stuff, I remember when you went through that once before elsewhere. It simply is not used here. Richard posted the logs for you to see. Beyond that I dont know what to tell you that
will satisfy you.

You really seem to have a challenge getting your facts right here.

I was never put on a "Miserable user" list anywhere else! and as I explained earlier, the beauty of this software is it's "deniability"

Last edited by andywight; 8th February 2012 at 07:26.
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montreal

1,057

Offline

1,844

Going by

Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Let me be really rude for once:

You know what I do with children having a fit at the supermarket, pitching themselves on the floor screaming? I pay no attention whatesoever. When they see it does not work and they are no longer the
center of attention, they stop.

This week has been full of children. Since we always have to blame someone else instead of ourselve, lets put it on someone's back who cannot defend and who is harmless amongst us: it was the falt of
the Sun, he pitched us some bad wave.

So let the temper tantrums pass by and away like the magnetic negative wave of the Sun. 

Happy like this?

Thanks.

Gosh, this week and its trantrum inlcuding all the manipulations that goes with it just give the taste to get away from this place. PTB could not do better with its trouble makers to dissolve harmony and
sense of community.
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The Following 9 Users Say Thank You to Going by For This Useful Post:

abberline (8th February 2012), Akhenaten (9th February 2012), Céline (7th February 2012), Fred Steeves (8th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), gratitudeandlove (8th February 2012), InCiDeR (7th February
2012),Khaleesi (7th February 2012), sllim11 (8th February 2012)
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